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3 Settings

In 3 pages, create 3 very different settings that might be part of your proj-

ect. Nothing should happen, though people may be present. The descrip-

tions of the setting can be from any perspective, but there should be no 

action. Time may pass, such that flames flicker or the sun goes down, but 

nothing dramatic or meaningful on the part of the people or any other 

animals should happen.  Lovingly (or ruefully) describe the place, a room, 

any kind of location, but let nothing “happen” in your description. Noth-

ing should happen. Nothing. Should. Happen. Something happening? No. 

Your description should not be a list of any kind. It should be written 

such that it could conceivably be included in your project “as is,” that is, 

if you are the type to go on describing settings so elaborately and lov-

ingly (or ruefully) even whilst nothing happens (though time may pass).
Your settings may be very separate from  one another. This needn’t be a cohesive piece. It is an exercise.
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